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Sydney Airport Baggage Handlers Among Five Men Charged Over 
Alleged Cocaine Importation

Two Qantas baggage handlers have been charged with cocaine smuggling

while working at Sydney Airport. Darren Bragg and Michael McPherson and

three other men were arrested in connection to the alleged importation on

Saturday of about 100 kilograms of cocaine that was stored in a plane's

cargo bay. The Australian Federal Police (AFP) allege Bragg, 61, from

Coogee, and McPherson, 55, from Mascot, used their access as baggage

handlers to move five large bags of cocaine from a container in a cargo hold

of a plane that arrived from South Africa on Saturday.

Helsinki Airport Security Checks Disrupted Due To JHL Walkout 
Protest

Traffic Resumes At Germany's Hamburg Airport After Iran Plane 
Threat

Air traffic has resumed at Germany's Hamburg airport, a spokesperson

told Reuters on Monday, after a police operation in response to a threat

against a plane from Tehran prompted all landings and take-offs to be

halted. A federal police spokesperson earlier said officers, acting on a

threat of an attack sent via email, searched a plane with 198 passengers

from Tehran that had landed in the northern German city. The German

air force said on its X social media account that it escorted the plane after

it entered German airspace east of Berlin due to a bomb threat. Police

interviewed passengers, which is normal procedure when a threat is

classified as serious, the police spokesperson told Reuters. No takeoffs

or landings were possible because the airport fire brigade was involved

with the search, the spokesperson added.

Travelers passing through Helsinki Airport on Thursday, October 5,

should brace for potential delays as the Trade Union for the Public and

Welfare Sectors (JHL) plans a walkout from 1:30 to 2:00 pm. The

demonstration, aimed at opposing what the union deems "unreasonable

misery" imposed on the workforce by the government's policies, is

expected to impact security checks for half an hour.JHL President Päivi

Niemi-Laine explained that the walkout was a response to the

government's plans to introduce employment reforms that could make it

easier to terminate contracts and increase the prevalence of fixed-term

employment relationships. Niemi-Laine condemned what she referred to

as the "constant humiliation of employees" and criticized the government

for not heeding the demands of the workforce.

https://www.helsinkitimes.fi/finland/finland-news/domestic/24244-helsinki-airport-security-checks-disrupted-due-to-jhl-walkout-protest.html
https://www.helsinkitimes.fi/finland/finland-news/domestic/24244-helsinki-airport-security-checks-disrupted-due-to-jhl-walkout-protest.html
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A Major Disturbance Was Caused On A Flight Bound For Heraklion 
When Two Female Passengers Who Got Drunk And Created Huge 
Problems
According to Creta Post, the incident happened yesterday late afternoon on the

Manchester - Heraklion flight. Among the passengers was a 55-year-old Irish

woman with her 24-year-old daughter, who also had a baby (about 1.5 years

old).The two women were drunk, and they cursed and spat at the crew during

the whole flight. They caused huge problems, and one hit a passenger at one

point. The pilot informed the airport of Heraklion about the situation, as a result

of which the police were mobilised. As soon as the plane landed at "Nikos

Kazantzakis" and the two women with the baby disembarked, the 24-year-old

took her baby in sight of the policemen and ran down the runway, while as

soon as the policeman stopped her, she bit him! Finally, both were arrested

and taken to the police station, while a case file was filed against them for

bodily harm for obstructing traffic. The 24-year-old is also charged with

exposing a minor to danger.

Malayalam actress Divya Prabha left her fans outraged and worried
after she revealed that she was harassed by her co-passenger on a
flight from Mumbai to Kochi recently. The incident took place on
October 9, Monday, and the actress has now lodged a formal police
complaint. The actress took to her Instagram handle to share her
shocking ordeal, and added that despite complaining to the air
hostess, the only measure taken by them was that of changing her
seat. She asked authorities to investigate the incident and punish the
one guilty, while also urging for passenger safety on flights.

Malayalam Actress Divya Prabha Harassed By Drunk Passenger On 
Air India Flight, Files Police Complaint

Airports Prepare For New Scanning Tech That Will End 100ml 
Liquid Rule
AIRPORT security culture in the north is set for its biggest shake up in decades

from next June. New mandated 3D scanning technology will mean passengers

being able to leave liquids and electrical devices in their in-flight bags for

security checks. It spells the end of the dreaded 100ml bottle in a clear bag

rule, and will mean passengers handling fewer trays for their belongings. The

stringent rules around airport security were introduced in 2006 following a foiled

terror plot to blow up planes flying from London to the US with homemade liquid

bombs. Belfast International Airport managing director Graham Keddie

confirmed the airport is on course to meet the UK’s government's June 2024

deadline to install the new technology. The CT scanners offer more detailed

images of what is inside bags. It’s expected to substantially speed up security

checks at all airports, which are often held up by passengers failing to adhere

to the rules. But it has come at a major cost for Belfast International. Aside from

the £6 million purchase cost for the six new 3D scanners it will install, the scale

and weight of the machines has necessitated the construction of a whole new

building to house them in. The total cost of the project is expected to be in the

region of £25m.

https://www.cretapost.gr/799883/methysmenes-touristries-anastatosan-aeroplano-epitethikan-se-epivati-dagkosan-astynomiko/
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